
KS2 Maths SATs Analysis
Techniques to help us approach these questions



Guidance
This PowerPoint is intended to demonstrate to children how certain terms used in the KS2 

maths SATs have certain implications (e.g. which calculation should be used). 

This PowerPoint is not as extensive as my original analysis, which can be downloaded for free 
here - https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/ks2-maths-sats-language-analysis-12076440

The format of this PowerPoint is designed in a specific way (for the most part). A term is 
introduced on a slide for the teacher to discuss with the children and then there will be a ‘your 
turn’ slide, where children work with a partner to solve the question based on what they have 

just learnt from the previous slide about that individual term. As such, I would advise to use this 
PowerPoint for 15 or so minutes at a time, across a few days, rather than done all at once. It 

works best if you have a whiteboard alongside to be able to model the answers to the children.

I have plenty of other FREE year 6 resources on my TES profile here - 
https://www.tes.com/resources/search/?authorId=4391616

I wish you the best of luck with your SATs revision!

https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/ks2-maths-sats-language-analysis-12076440
https://www.tes.com/resources/search/?authorId=4391616


First of all, how might the SATs test our 
knowledge of vocabulary and language?

• Synonyms usually linked to one of the four calculation types (take instead of 
subtract, product instead of answer, altogether rather than add)

• Our understanding of superlatives (biggest, largest, tallest, smallest)

• Words that can have different meanings outside of a mathematical context (round, 
product, factor, prime)

• Words other than superlatives that suggest comparison (between, more/less than, 
each, share, in order, sorting, put in the correct place)

• Our understanding of the difference between the right answer and the wrong 
answer (best estimate, explain why Jack is not correct, write the correct symbol in 
each box, circle the improper fraction that is equivalent)

• Verbs implying mathematical meaning (remaining, left, combine, collect, spend)



Correct - This could be used to tell us we need to find the right answer 
by using the wrong one we have been given! What is the correct answer 
below?



Correct - Sometimes, we will have to explain why someone is correct. We need to 
prove them right with evidence using the information given to us. Use working out 
AND sentences to get these questions correct.     E.g. They are correct because…



Correct – Similarly, we might have to explain why someone is NOT correct. That 
means we use the information given to explain how we know they are wrong. We 
need to prove they are wrong with evidence.      E.g. They are incorrect because…



Correct - your turn!



Correct – we may have to write in missing digits to make a calculation 
correct. Each box can only have one digit from 0-9. You will not be 
given transfers. Use the inverse to check your answer.



Correct - your turn!



Correct – we may also be asked to write a something into a 
calculation to make something correct. We must check 
afterwards if our answer does actually make it correct! We need 
to know what is incorrect to truly know what is correct!



Correct - your turn!



Equally – this has always shown us we need to divide!



Equally - Now try this 2 mark question!
Remember: two marks means at least two calculations!



Equal – this has been used to recognise place value. 
Placeholders can help with these!



Equal - Your turn!  How would you solve this?



Equivalent – you may be asked to find equivalence between fractions 
and shapes. Change them to the same denominator!



Equivalent – your turn!



Equivalent – you may be asked to find equivalence between fractions 
and decimals or percentages. When it is only fractions, change to same 
denominator. When it includes decimals and percentages, change the 
denominators to out of 100!



Equivalent – your turn! 



Missing – you will be asked to find missing values.
The inverse can help with this sometimes!



Missing – your turn!



Missing – this may come up with column 
calculations. Remember, they will not give you 
transfers!



Missing – your turn!



Cost – this often means a 2-step problem!



Cost – If it wants the cost of one, you will need to divide 
by the amount there are!



Cost– find the cost of one - your turn!



Each – the vast majority of questions (13/15) have 
needed us to multiply!



Each – your turn!



Total – this can be used to show you need an 
answer. Most questions (4/5) needed addition!



Total – your turn!



Total – with shapes, this has been used to show you 
need to work backwards to find individual values!



Total – your turn!



Altogether - when in the question, this has been used to get you 
to combine two or more values for a total!



Altogether - your turn! 



Altogether - when before the question, it was to 
show you a value you needed to remember to solve 
the question! 



Altogether - your turn!



Together - this is used to show you need to combine 
two values! 



Together - your turn! 



How many - more often than not, this has 
meant multiplication or division is needed! 

● 2015 Paper 2 Q8 - How many cakes are in the bag? (subtraction then division)
● 2015 Paper 2 Q20 - How many pages are there in Lara's book? (division/multiplication - subtraction)
● 2016 Paper 2 Q11 - How many days does the packet of oats last? (multiplication and division)
● 2016 Paper 3 Q11 - How many marbles does the shop order in total? (multiplication)
● 2017 Paper 2 Q11 - How many minutes will it take to cook a 3kg chicken? (multiplication)
● 2017 Paper 2 Q14 - How many seeds did Amina plant? (multiplication)
● 2017 Paper 2 Q16 - How many degrees does Layla turn through her dive? (multiplication)
● 2017 Paper 3 Q2 - How many friends are in the group? (multiplication)
● 2017 Paper 3 Q16 - How many leaflets does Adam get? (multiplication and division)
● 2018 Paper 2 Q8 - How many chocolates did Ken buy altogether? (multiplication and addition)
● 2018 Paper 2 Q15 - How many melons does the supermarket sell? (multiplication)
● 2018 Paper 3 Q7a - How many boxes can the farmer fill using 980 eggs? (division)
● 2018 Paper 3 Q12 - How many times larger is the United Kingdom? (multiplication)
● 2018 Paper 3 Q13 - How many washes did Jack do? (multiplication and division)



How many...left - these always mean subtraction is 
needed for the final calculation



How many...left - your turn! 



How much - this always appears in a measurement 
context, including money!



How much - your turn! What do we need to do 
here?



How much...comparative term or ‘left’ - like with 
‘how many’, this also showed we needed to 
subtract!



How much...comparative term / ‘left’  - your turn!



How much...comparative term / ‘left’  - your turn!



Difference - this has always meant subtract!



Difference - your turn!



Different - this is used to show we needed to recognise the 
value of one thing before finding the value of another (e.g. the 
volume of Emma’s cuboid before we check the others so we can 
find out which one is different)



Different - your turn!



Synonyms - this table shows us how many different 
words might be used to show us whether we need 
to add, subtract, multiple or divide!



Miscellaneous words - what do these mean?

● Product
● Greatest
● Combine
● Increase
● Decrease



Repeated questions - a lot of questions have been repeated 
year on year in a different format



Repeated questions 



Repeated questions 



Repeated questions 



Repeated questions 



Repeated questions - for these formulae questions, the 2nd 
part always means we have to do the inverse!

2nd part of the 
question that needs us 
to do the inverse, as it 
gives us the ‘cost’.



Repeated questions - for these formulae questions, the 2nd 
part always means we have to do the inverse!

2nd part of the 
question that needs us 
to do the inverse, as it 
gives us the ‘price’.



Repeated questions - for these formulae questions, the 2nd 
part always means we have to do the inverse!

2nd part of the question 
that needs us to do the 
inverse, as it gives us the 
‘cooking time’.



Repeated questions 



Repeated questions 



Repeated questions 


